
      

This activity involves comparing weights in an open ended way. The teacher 

provides a collection of jars and other containers, dry beans or rice, and water. As 

students work through trial and error, they come to select another container and an 

appropriate amount of water that will balance the jar of beans.  

 

This type of activity reinforces the attribute of weight and its true meaning as 

children see that objects of different size, shape, and texture can have the same 

weight. Having students explain their work and justify their results has them 

practicing the process standards of communication and reason and proof. 
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These sample tasks have students focusing on the two attributes of size and 

weight. It helps children distinguish between the attributes and recognize that the 

relationship between size and weight is not constant. Again, these are open ended 

tasks which have children working concretely to develop understanding of weight. 
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How might students respond to the question? 
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For this activity, one container is labeled as the “Target”. A collection of various 

containers is provided for the sorting and comparison. Teachers should present the 

task and have students complete it in their own way. Explanations provide insight 

into students’ thinking. 
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This activity can be done with rice, beans or any other small objects which can be 

scooped up. A scoop of material is the unit and the number of scoops indicates the 

measure of capacity. Estimating capacity is more difficult than estimating length 

or weight. Think about the times you have estimated which container to put 

leftovers in after dinner and then had to change the container after actually putting 

the leftovers in. Children need many hands-on opportunities to estimate and 

measure capacity. 
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This activity involves measuring capacity with solid units. Children can experience 

estimating, measuring, and counting units of different sizes in various containers. 

They can compare measures as they change units or change containers. 
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